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Lot 1500 (front cover)

Haiman Confederate Staff Officer’s Sword with “CSA” in Silver
William Albaugh’s personal favorite and from his own collection. This very sword is illustrated in William Albaugh’s supplement book on Confederate swords on pg 89.
An absolutely mint sword with original Confederate officer’s sword knot. A Very Rare CSA Staff Officer’s sword made by Louis Haiman of Columbus, Georgia with an ornately
engraved “C.S.A.” blade. Original copper/brass wire grips and in its original brass mounted scabbard. Ex: Albaugh Collection. 			
$95,000
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Lot 1501

The Finest Leech & Rigdon Confederate Staff Officer’s “CS” Sword in Existence
Made in Atlanta. “The Hermitage Guards - Lt James Sloan 11th Tenn. Vols.” This is the very sword carried by Lt. James Sloan, 11th Tennessee Infantry of “The Hermitage Guards,”
named after Andrew Jackson’s home, “The Hermitage,” outside of Nashville. Most importantly, this sword is identical to Gen. Patrick Cleburne’s sword (which is on display at the
Atlanta Historical Society) in many ways. The fancy engraved mounts are identical, and documented by the Atlanta Historical Society as being made by Hammond & Marshall of
Atlanta, that was collected by Beverly Du Bose. This sword is absolutely mint, the hilt and the mounts are gold gilt brass, and the scabbard is sterling silver. Carried by him during
the Battle of Atlanta where he fought at the “Dead Angle,” where Cheatham and Cleburne’s Divisions, which Sloan served, held off the Army of the Cumberland at Kennesaw
Mountain outside of Atlanta. Purchased directly from Sloan’s descendants and accompanied by a notarized letter from his family along with his service records.
$75,000

I sell the “Old Fashion Way”. . .
all prices are NET with NO hidden fees
and NO buyer’s premium and FREE shipping.
Phone Orders Accepted
Call Gary Direct (501) 258-1861
Visit Our Online Catalogs: www.GaryHendershott.NET
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Lot 1502

College Hill, Nashville – Lt. Colonel Dyer, 13th Tennessee – Battle of Atlanta Confederate Staff Officers “CSA” Sword
This is the sword that was carried by Major B.L. Dyer, 13th Tennessee Infantry, later promoted to Lt. Colonel. He was wounded at Atlanta and was in the Okmulgee Hospital in
Macon, Ga. after the Fall of Atlanta. This great sword still retains 90% gold gilt, and a magnificently etched “CSA” and Confederate Flag ornately engraved on a frosty blade by
L.T. Cunningham, sword maker at the College Hill Arsenal in Nashville, Tennessee, until it fell to Union troops in 1862. Thus, the sword had a short-lived production. This is the
first of this type of College Hill Staff Officer’s sword that I have seen offered. Illustrated in Dan Hartzler’s book on pg. 282. The brass mounted, polished leather scabbard is also in
excellent original condition with matching gold gilt brass mounts and sword rings.							
$45,000
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Interest Free Layaway
Plan Available For Both
Collectors and Museums.

We offer Fully Insured
FedEx® delivery service.

Lot 1503

Kraft, Goldsmith & Kraft Columbia, SC – Confederate “CS” Staff
Perhaps the finest condition KGK Confederate Staff Officer’s sword in existence. With mint, full-bright blade, mint, full-black lacquer on the scabbard, the sword does not exist any
nicer than this anywhere. Typically, Confederate swords were well-used and battle worn. Finding one that was put up during the war and basically unused is a tremendous rarity.
The gold gilt basket with the ornate filigree, “CS,” has a beautiful orange luster to the gold that only comes from age and never being cleaned. Completely untouched! It is without
doubt the finest KGK Staff in existence. Illustrated in Albaugh’s Supplement on pg 36. Ex: Albaugh Collection.					
$75,000
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Lot 1504

College Hill, Nashville – General Zollicoffer’s Foot Officer’s Sword
This is the very sword carried by General Felix Zollicoffer the day he was killed at Mill Springs in Kentucky, January 19, 1862. Ornate blade etched in large Roman letters “CSA.”
This sword retains 90% of the original gilt (as Zollicofer only carried it for less than six months before he was KIA). The hilt is bent/ dented from a bullet when he was shot by Union
troops and fell from his horse. He was shot to pieces by Union Kentuckians who recognized him and shouted “ There’s Zollicoffer, kill him.” Zollicoffer’s own adjutant killed the man
who pointed the general out. His prewar sword is in the Tennessee State Museum. Illustrated in Dan Hartzlers book on pg 338.				
$75,000
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Lot 1505

Boyle & Gamble – Confederate “CS” Staff
Officer’s Sword
The finest example of a Confederate etched blade known
to exist. It is absolutely perfect and was purchased from
Dr. Garvin’s famous collection in the 1970s. This is the
first time this sword has been offered in over thirty years.
A rare opportunity to own the finest condition Boyle &
Gamble Confederate Staff Officers sword in existence –
it is mint. 				
$75,000
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Lot 1506

Boyle, Gamble & McFee – Foot Officer’s Sword
Clearly marked underneath the guard, “Boyle, Gamble & McFee – Richmond, VA,” this great sword was purchased from the famous collector, Beverly DuBose, some 30 years
ago (The Du Bose collection is the Foundation of the Atlanta Historical Society Museum). It still has its original braided leather infantry officer’s sword knot and is in the original
scabbard. A wonderful showpiece of this rare sword, when the Confederacy’s most prolific weapons merchant expanded its business to include Edward McFee, a Richmond
blacksmith. Together they produced the highest quality and finest swords for the Confederate Army. Superb condition and one of the finest in existence. 		
$25,000
Lot 1507

Boyle & Gamble Cavalry Officer’s Sword Carried by
Lt. James French, 7th Virginia Cavalry (Turner
Ashby’s Cavalry)
Composed of farmers and businessmen from the Shenandoah Valley,
Virginia. First, they took part in “Stonewall” Jackson’s famous Valley
Campaign, later, they rode at the Battle of Gettysburg in 1863 and
escaped surrender at Appomattox in 1865. This beautiful sword still
has the original japanning on scabbard, with unusually large brass
mounts. Accompanied by original Bill of Sale by his family, and a
picture of them holding his sword. 		
$35,000
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Lot 1508

Mitchell & Tyler – Confederate Staff Officer’s Sword Carried by Officer in “Louisiana Tigers”
Equally mint condition as the KGK on page 5. Between these two, they are the finest condition swords that exist anywhere, 90% original gold gilt. Magnificent frosty etched blade
marked “Boyle Gamble & Co. Mfd. For Mitchell & Tyler, Richmond, VA.” This sword was captured from Lt. Riley, 5th Louisiana “Tigers” near Richmond, Virginia in May 1862.
It was captured on the outskirts of the Confederate Capitol at “New Bridge,” Chickahominy, Virginia during a cavalry battle. This battle was between Custer’s Cavalry and the
Louisiana Tigers by Col. Woodbury, 4th Michigan Infantry. He in turn was also killed in action just a month later at the Battle of Malvern Hill, Virginia. Neither the Confederate
25-year-old owner from New Orleans, nor the 36-year-old Union captor from Adrian, Michigan had possession of it for very long, which explains its wonderful condition. It had
been sent home and did not see the light of day again for over a hundred years. It is in an ultra-rare, Japanned wooden scabbard of which less than six examples are known to exist.
Accompanied by an original war date capture tag written in ink, and discovered and purchased directly from the family in 1982. Never before on the market and the finest Mitchell
& Tyler CS Staff in existence.													
$85,000
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Lot 1509

Boyle, Gamble & McFee –Confederate Cavalry Officer’s Marked Sword
One of only three known to exist that are marked on both sides of the under guard. See Albaugh’s book on Confederate swords for rarity.
This sword is in the finest condition of them.
							
$45,000

Lot 1510

Virginia Manufactory Cavalry Sword, 2nd Model –Confederate Cavalry Marked Sword
Located in Richmond, Virginia they produced rifles, muskets, pistols and swords for the State of Virginia, it was
closed in the 1820s but reopened on the eve of the Civil War in 1861. This sword is one of the original swords
produced in the 1820s and then reissued to Confederate cavalry during the early days of the war. Marked “3rd
Virginia” on the top of the blade. In Mint condition it is among the finest known to exist. Truly, a fighting sword with
a huge 40-inch blade with an overall length of 46 inches and in original scabbard.
		
$9,500
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Lot 1511

McKinney, Charlottesville, Virginia, Confederate Foot Officer’s Sword
11th Alabama Infantry - Engraved on the top flat of the blade “McKinney, Charlottesville, VA.”
Purchased directly from family of Col. Banner Stelle, 11th Alabama Infantry. He was Killed-in-Action at
Frazer’s Farm in 1865. Accompanied by his Colt Army revolver with initials A.A.B. (Anderson Artillery
Battalion) also on the butt stock. Only three other McKinney’s are known to exist (he only made 200
swords with just 4 workers he only produced 6 swords a week). This is the only one known still in its
original McKinney made scabbard. (Sword and pistol)				
$45,000
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Lot 1512

Paul Phillippoteaux – Landscape of Soldiers in Camp at Gettysburg in 1863
A superb oil on canvas painting by this famous artist of Union soldiers on guard duty at Gettysburg. It’s believed to be a study for his famous Gettysburg Cyclorama, which is on
display at the Gettysburg National Battlefield Park. Phillippoteaux arrive in America from France in 1882 to research the battle of Gettysburg. He completed his cyclorama in 1883 in
Paris based on these paintings done from life at Gettysburg. This painting reflects his impressionistic style with the soldiers posed in action. A very rare Civil War painting.
20 x 32 inches original gilt frame.
		
				
						
$35,000

Lot 1513

James Hope
“The Bloody Lane,” The Battle of Antietam,
Maryland
A superb oil on canvas painting by this famous artist
of Union soldiers with the muddy streets after the
bloody battle of Antietam. A professional portraitist
and landscape artist, James Hope got the war fever and
recruited Company B, 2nd Vermont Volunteer Infantry
in June 1861. As the captain of his unit he was at the
Battle of Antietam and witnessed this very scene first
hand after the bloody battle of Antietam. He made
sketches at that time during the war, which he painted
from after the Civil War. This is one of those famous
paintings of his. A large oil on canvas signed and
dated by him in 1889, General Grant had paid him a
compliment when he stated of Hope’s paintings “that is
how is was”. A portrait of the devastation of war when
fought street by street in a small town in Maryland. Size
20 x 30 inches			
$25,000
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Lot 1514

General Banks and the Capture of Port Hudson in 1863
General Nathanial Banks’ life-size, half-length portrait by H. Balling, signed and dated 1863, just after the fall of Vicksburg and Port Hudson. General Banks rests his fist on the
Map of Port Hudson, Louisiana that he had just captured. It was the last Confederate fort on the Mississippi River and its capture divided the Confederacy in half. Previously in
the Boston Museum of Art, then sold at Christies 1982. Ole Pete Hansen Balling was a Norwegian artist who immigrated to New York in 1856. He was a veteran of the Danish Army,
thus when the American Civil War broke out he joined up in the 1st New York Infantry in 1861, later becoming a Colonel and Commander of the 145th New York Volunteers.
He was wounded in 1863 and returned to being an artist. This magnificent portrait of General Banks and the capture of Port Hudson in July 1863 was one of his first paintings after
his return to the art world. Very patriotic and military in nature from his two years in battle, his Civil War paintings are among the very best of the very few good paintings
done during the Civil War. This was because none of the leaders had time to sit for portraits; they were too busy fighting a war. Later in 1864, he was introduced to President
Abraham Lincoln, and was given a pass to City Point and painted General Grant from life. His portrait “Heroes of the Republic,” a large portrait of Grant and his Generals,
is on display at the Smithsonian’s National Portrait Gallery in Washington, D.C.				
		
$125,000

Lot 1515 (not shown)

Lot 1516 (not shown)

A superb and very beautifully painted oil on canvas. A famous New York media artist,
he was the very best of his generation. A “Special Artist” for Frank Leslie’s Illustrated
Newspaper, he was renown for his first-hand images of the Civil War. Many of his
drawings were in fact ‘front page’ news for the paper. His true interest was in the daily
life of the soldier rather than the officer’s, the common solder’s persona was his focus.
This is the case with this painting; a lonely soldier preparing his meager Christmas
meal alone on the front lines of battle. The original sketch for this painting is in the
Library of Congress. 12 x 18 inches. 		
$37,500

A superb and a very exactly painted oil on canvas by this famous American artist of
Colonel Rush’s famous Lancer’s in camp. Truly remarkable small portraits as are all of
Xanthus Smith’s, but what it lacks in size it more than makes up in the quality of this
painting. Depicting a camp scene from the 6th Pennsylvania Cavalry, Xanthus Smith
was a friend of this elite group of Cavaliers from Philadelphia. The last cavalry to
charge the enemy with 9-foot-long spear point lances in the ancient mode of Cavalry
Battle. A superb yet small 4 x 8 inch painting in its original gilt frame.
$17,500

Edwin Forbes,Newspaper Artist
“Christmas Dinner” signed and dated 1891

Xanthus Smith
“Col. Rush’s Cavalry” signed and war dated 1862
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Lot 1517

“Prototype” by S.C. Robinson of Richmond, Virginia
The Rarest Confederate Revolver (Robinson latter became famous for his Confederate “Sharps” Cavalry carbines), this was the “Prototype” serial # 9 that he produced for the
Confederate Government to get their contract for Confederate Army 36 cal. pistols. This very hand-gun was part of a small number of less than 15 produced by Robinson for the
Confederate Government officials inspection to bid the government contract to produce hand-guns for the Confederate Army.
An iron-framed forerunner to Spiller & Burr which bought out Robinson’s pistol production equipment and did in fact get the CSA Government contract for this style of revolver
although Spiller mass-produced their version with a brass frame, as steel and iron were by that time in short supply inside the Confederacy because of Lincoln’s Blockade. Robinson
went on to produce the most famous Confederate Carbine. His company name is clearly stamped on the barrel flat of this revolver, “ S.C. Robinson - 9th & Arch Sts. - Richmond Va.”
The Inspector marking, “R,” is on all the parts of the gun. Serial #9 clearly struck on all parts including the frame, and also hand written “9” in pencil inside the grips. The “VA” handstamp on the frame. All date this as a “Pre-Production Prototype” made in 1861. William Albaugh III mentions Robinson in his book “The Confederate Colt & Whitney (1955)”.
One of the Rarest Confederate weapons ever to come onto the market. Discovered in a family estate in North Carolina and never before offered. (A prewar Colt Dragoon “Prototype”
recently sold for $250,000. at auction). Accompanied by Fred Edmunds Research and Letter of Authenticity, one of the Rarest Confederate revolvers in existence.
$95,000

I sell the “Old Fashion Way”. . .
all prices are NET with NO hidden fees
and NO buyer’s premium and FREE shipping.
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Lot 1518

Unique “Prototype” Harper’s Ferry “US Model No. 10–Pattern” Musket Captured from the US Arsenal in 1861
Harper’s Ferry Model 1840 Musket “Pattern” marked “US Model No. 10” on all parts. The end of the fore stock was burned when Stonewall Jackson and J.E.B. Stuart raided and
captured the US Arsenal at Harper’s Ferry in 1861. The retreating Union forces had set fire to the Arsenal to prevent the weapons and ammunition there from being captured by the
Confederates. It is one of the first guns brought south by the Virginians as a War Trophy. The Arsenal at Harper’s Ferry made all the production “models” for the US Army guns. This
is the sole surviving example of this rare Harper’s Ferry Arsenal “Production Model” captured by the Confederates. This Harper’s Ferry Armory prototype of an Army Rifle was built
during a time when the US Army was converting from flint to percussion. This prototype was a prelude to the 1841 percussion series. The military storekeeper at the Washington
Arsenal was ordered to send eight muskets of this new model to Springfield, Massachusetts for production at the armory there. It was never put into production and thus stored at
the Harper’s Ferry Arsenal until 1861, when a group of Confederates led by none other than “Stonewall” Jackson and JEB Stuart raided the US Arsenal. They were there to capture
not only these production models but also the tools, parts and the machines used to make them. This very gun was captured by them that day and brought to the Confederate
capitol in Richmond and was used to produce the first Confederate gun, the “Richmond Rifle.” An identical prototype is on display at the Smithsonian.		
$85,000

Lot 1519

Shenandoah Valley Flintlock Musket, c. 1790
This is the finest “Master Gun” of the Shenandoah Valley gunsmith, John Crummy, Harrisonburg, Virginia. In original flint, its stock is ornately incised and carved and still retains
60 percent blue on the barrel. It has an exquisite brass patch box. Originally discovered in 1928, it has never been on the market before. This Virginia Rifle has been described as the
finest example produced by this Shenandoah Valley gunsmith by retired Colonial Williamsburg Armorer, Wallace Gussler, and will be featured in his upcoming reference book on
the master gun-makers of Virginia. Truly a remarkable southern Kentucky-style rifle. 								
$75,000
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Lot 1520

The Rarest Confederate Officer’s Uniform – 1st South Carolina Sharpshooters, Captain Robert Chisolm, A Confederate Officer’s Shell
Jacket with the Charleston, S.C. Tailor’s Label
Captain Robert Chisolm commanded Company A, 1st Battalion, of the famous South Carolina Sharpshooters in the Defense of Charleston in 1863. In the corpus of known
Confederate uniforms this ranks as one of the great rarities for several reasons. First, it is one of only a handful of Confederate Officer’s shell jacket’s known to exist (J.E.B. Stuart
had one), it is one of only a few Confederate Uniforms with the Tailor’s Label inside, thus we not only know who wore it and when, but we know who made this uniform for him.
Another rarity are the brass “Battle Beads” up each sleeve in conjunction with his quatrefoil sleeve insignia. Captain Chisolm also signed the inside of the uniform in ink. The double
breasted front has its original Confederate Eagle CS-36 brass buttons. Blockade run and made in England, each button is back marked “T & B Manchester”. A truly unique, custommade Confederate uniform all the way. He served under General George Pickett, A.P. Hill, and Joseph E. Johnston and helped save the city of Charleston during the siege of 1863.
Custom made for him by “C. Decau & Co, Charleston S.C.” whose label is still inside the collar. It is interesting to note that the wide lapels on his uniform are similar to those of
Robert E. Lee’s uniform. Perhaps he had a photo of Lee and asked the tailor to “Make me a uniform like General Lee’s” Also, the brass battle beads on each sleeve, are only known
to exist on general’s uniforms, all on cadet grey wool with blue trim. The condition is excellent and completely untouched and original, just as it was when purchased from Capt.
Chisolm’s descendants. Accompanied by his service records as well as Les Jenson Letter of Authenticity.
				
$95,000
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Lot 1521

Confederate Artillery Officer’s Uniform worn by Dr.
Francis A. Stanford. Discovered in his antebellum home
“St. Elmo” in Columbus, Georgia
A stunning Confederate Artillery Captain’s Uniform, coat and pants, worn
by Capt/Surgeon Francis A. Stanford of the 15th Alabama Volunteers,
later surgeon for General Joseph Wheeler’s Army of Tennessee Cavalry
Corps. This uniform and those of his brothers-in-law were all recently
discovered in the antebellum home of “St. Elmo” (namesake of the famous
literary work). Certainly one of the last great discoveries. Captain Stanford
had married one of the Fontaine girls. Her brother, Theophilus Fontaine,
was a commander in the 3rd Georgia Cavalry (his Confederate uniform
was discovered at the same time) and later in the 20th Georgia in Lee’s
Army and fought from Gettysburg to the surrender at Appomattox. Their
father was the mayor of Columbus, Georgia, and they all lived in the
magnificent Antebellum home of St. Elmo.
The uniform has triple quatrefoil running up each sleeve to near the
shoulder. His captain’s bars are neatly sewn onto his bright red collar, cuffs
are matching bright red, with fourteen eagle staff buttons on the double
breasted front, three small eagle staff cuff buttons on each cuff, and tail
buttons. Capt. Stanford has signed the waist band inside his trousers
which are a darker shade of grey, with same bright red piping down each
leg, with bone button closures. Condition is bright color yet some mothing
at edges. Accompanied by his service records, as well as a Les Jenson
$67,500
Letter of Authenticity.

Phone Orders Accepted
Call Gary Direct (501) 258-1861
Visit Our Online Catalogs: www.GaryHendershott.NET
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Lot 1522

The Rare “Generals” Sword of the Provost Marshal of the Confederate Capitol in Richmond, Virginia
The sword of General John Winder, the commander of all the Confederate prisons, and captured from him at the infamous Andersonville Prison near Macon, Georgia in 1865. One
of only four Confederate General’s swords that exist in private hands that have an actual presentation etched blade to a Confederate General (they are much rarer than a Generals
uniform or gun). This sword is a masterpiece of the famous sword makers, Boyle and Gamble of Richmond, for the very commander of their city. The blade is frosty and magnificently
etched with the following presentation to Winder:
“To Gen. J. H. Winder from his Friends in Richmond as a token of their esteem, July 15, 1864”
Presented to General Winder by his staff upon his appointment by Confederate Congress as the commander of all the Confederate POW Camps, including the infamous
Andersonville, Georgia camp. Interestingly, it is made from a captured Union Field and Staff Officer’s sword, where the craftsmen at Boyle and Gamble cut out the “U” and replaced
it with a “C” in the guard to make it a CS Staff Officer’s sword. Then they stippled the letters and the guard and mounted it onto their hilt and tobacco leaf pommel cap. What better
choice for the Commandant of the Prisons than to carry a captured Union Officer’s sword. The blade is 100% Boyle & Gamble production. It was etched by H. McArdle, an engraver
for Boyle & Gamble. He etched the blade with elaborate patriotic motifs of Confederate & Maryland Flags and tobacco leaves with Winder’s presentation and name etched at the
center of the blade. An article accompanies it from a Richmond newspaper proclaiming this sword to be a “Beautiful Work of Art.” Captured as a War Trophy by Lt. Isaac Landis,
9th Pennsylvania Cavalry, most likely during the Liberation of Anderson Prison in 1865. His descendants sold this sword to Norm Flayderman in 1961 (accompanied by the original
notarized Bill of Sale to Norm). Discovered during the Centennial of the Civil War, now, 50 years later on this Sesquicentennial, it is on the market again. To own a Confederate
General’s Presentation Sword is the icon of Confederate sword collecting, as they just never come on the market. (Only four Confederate Generals war-dated presentation swords exist
in private hands as follows: Mott, who was a state general; Baker, from the Harris Collection; Mahone, whose sword was the Last Confederate sword ever made and the rarest of all
Confederate Generals presentation swords; and this sword to Winder)
								
$275,000
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Do not draw me without reason
&
Do not sheath me without honor
A beautifully etched and engraved blade with the above patriotic motto in Latin.
The blade is marked “Solingen” on one side of the ricasso and “Schamelduesch
& Faust” on the other near the hilt. The blade is engraved with military scenes of
canon and flags on one side with the patriotic motto, and wreath of Victory with
flags on the other side.

Lot 1523 (back cover)

KGK Massive Confederate Cavalry Officer’s Sword
Made after Col. Heros von Borcke’s sword, this ornate Confederate cavalry officer’s model has an elaborately decorated pommel and an etched Solingen blockade-run blade. The
large and engraved blades for the 6 of these swords that are known to exist were believed to have been imported from Germany personally by Colonel Von Borcke. He carried a
similar crusader type sword and helped Kraft Goldsmith & Kraft design this sword in Columbus, South Carolina. General Wade Hampton’s sword is identical to this and is on
display at the Confederate Museum in Richmond. Von Borke was the giant German mercenary that ran the blockade into the Confederacy to join the fight and rode with JEB Stuart.
Becoming a member of JEB’s personal staff, Von Borcke was 6 ½ feet tall and his Crusader type of broadsword became instantly popular with the Confederate Cavalry officers. Even
General Custer captured one of these swords and used it throughout the war. It was donated to the Smithsonian by his widow, Libby Custer. An Ultra Rare as well as the largest
cavalry sword ever produced in the Southern Confederacy. 1 of 6 known to exist. 38 inch blade, overall 44 inches tall.					
$85,000
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